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Science Innovation Session Abstracts 

Title: Pongamia – New Food Ingredients from an Old Inedible Bean 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): James Astwood, Pamela Marone, Jake Olson and Naveen 

Sikka (all with Terviva Inc.). 

The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates the world needs to produce 

60% more food than it does today to feed a projected world population of 9.3 billion by 

the year 2050. With the purpose of contributing to this goal in a sustainable and 

regenerative way, Terviva, Inc. (Oakland, CA) has embarked on a program to produce 

nutritious, affordable plant protein and vegetable oil from the beans of the high-yielding 

pongamia tree. The pongamia tree is endemic to southeast Asia and is widely known to 

many cultures for a variety of non-food uses, especially in traditional medicine. Today 

the pongamia tree is planted in many urban landscapes as a hearty and beautiful 

shade-tree and is often deployed in reforestation projects because of its robust ability to 

thrive in marginal soils with limited water availability. In the United States, the pongamia 

tree is being cultivated on abandoned citrus groves in Florida and sugar cane 

plantations in Hawaii as part of a regenerative agriculture strategy. Although the 

pongamia bean contains large quantities of both mid-oleic oil and high-quality protein, 

the use of the bean as a food has been prevented by the presence of highly unpalatable 

and bitter compounds — the furanoflavonoids. We have invented a technology which 

removes these compounds such that oil, flour or protein ingredients produced from the 

bean can be consumed without reservation. For example, the refined (de-bittered) 

golden vegetable oil is suitable for inclusion in a variety of food applications such as 

plant-based butters, mayonnaises, dairy alternatives, and burgers; and performs 

exceptionally well as a stand-alone cooking oil. Similarly, pongamia protein isolates 

provide new options and new functionalities for food applications. We will discuss the 

“domestication” of the pongamia bean, our supporting toxicological and nutrition 

program for the bean and derived ingredients, and the impact this new food can be 

expected to have in communities already collecting wild-harvest beans or actively 

farming pongamia trees.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Pongamia beans can be harvested from local forests or grown as a cultivated 

permanent crop using environmentally sustainable management practices to meet 

expanding nutritional and market needs for healthy vegetable oils and high-quality plant-

based protein ingredients. 
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Title: Enabling Health by Illuminating Plant Bioactivity 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Doug Bolster and Lee Chae (both with Brightseed). 

Brightseed is a data company that enables human health by illuminating the hidden 

connections between people and plants. Brightseed’s AI platform, Forager™, is 

designed to unlock nature’s wisdom by illuminating the “dark matter” of the plant 

kingdom, the bioactives plants produce to grow and protect themselves. Yet, more than 

99% of bioactive compounds that reside in plants and their potential roles in human 

health have yet to be explored. We believe the most powerful solutions to support 

optimal health and avoid chronic conditions will leverage the potent natural 

phytochemicals encoded in the genomes of the world’s many plants. 

Forager is revealing hosts of new natural phytochemicals in the plants around us and 

assessing their potential bioactivity in well-established human biological pathways that 

support our fundamental health. There is a renewed interest in natural products, 

especially plant small molecules, as starting points of dietary therapeutics given their 

history of efficacy and safety. Forager discoveries are natural, plant-based bioactive 

molecules that fuel the next frontier for health-forward, functional ingredients for food, 

dietary supplements, and therapeutics. 

Today Forager has mapped over 1.2 million new plant compounds, 12 times more than 

what is known to science, as well as their many plants sources and their predicted 

impact on human biomedical targets. 

The first lead bioactive in our pipeline is found naturally in black pepper and has 

demonstrated preclinically to support liver and metabolic health. 

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Understanding the interaction between plant bioactives and human biology will increase 

knowledge of nutrition.   
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Title: Advanced Analytical Approaches for Research and Development of Plant-

Based Food Ingredients 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Matt Crowe, Massoud Ghasemzadeh-Barvarz, Xavier 

O’Connell, Carlos Lucero and John Tzeng (all with Ingredion Inc.). 

Advanced analytical chemistry approaches have been used to probe the molecular 

structure of food ingredients with the goal of understanding relationships between 

molecular structure, ingredient function and production process. In this presentation, 

advanced analytical techniques and their application to the research and development 

of food ingredients will be described. One example will illustrate the use of infrared 

spectroscopy for real-time monitoring of plant-based ingredient processing. In this 

example, infrared spectroscopy was used to probe changes to the ingredient molecular 

structure over time, to determine reaction completion. A second example will describe 

the use of gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to build understanding of 

the relationship between plant-based protein chemistry and flavor. A GC-MS 

methodology was developed to monitor volatile compounds representative of plant-

based protein of interest, and the relationship between volatiles and sensory evaluation 

were investigated. Finally, the application of liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry 

(LC-MS) to elucidate plant-based protein structure will be discussed. The use of LC-

high resolution MS to evaluate intact plant-based proteins as well as those subjected to 

enzyme hydrolysis will be detailed. The pairing of analytical chemistry with advanced 

statistical analysis for the purpose of food ingredient innovation will be highlighted in 

some of the above examples. This presentation will describe approaches by which 

molecular structure data can be obtained for plant-based food ingredients, along with 

strategies to make the most of the complex data sets that result. The goal of this work is 

to build knowledge and advance development of plant-based food ingredients.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Plant-based food ingredients — in particular plant-based proteins — can have a positive 

impact on digestive health, sustainability, animal welfare and the environment. This 

presentation focuses on analytical approaches which aid in the development of novel 

plant-based food ingredients. 
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Title: Technological Advances from the Insects as Sustainable Food Ingredients 

Industry: From Farm to Table and Beyond. 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Aaron T. Dossey and Clay Chu (both with All Things Bugs 

LLC) 

Amid pandemics, a growing human population, increased demand for protein, climate 

change, soil erosion, pollution and other pressures on our food supply, we need more 

sustainable and diversified solutions. Approximately 75% of our food comes from only 

12 plant and 5 animal species. Additionally, current sources of animal protein are 

unsustainable. Already 70% of agricultural land, 30% of the land on earth, is used for 

livestock. New pathogens such as COVID-19 are emerging from our abuse of 

biodiversity and the natural environment. The good news is farm raised insects, such as 

crickets, mealworms and others, are a promising sustainable solution with a new 

industry on the rise. They utilize less energy, feed, land and water than other livestock 

and contribute less to climate change and pollution. They are already gaining 

momentum as a food ingredient. Over 50 companies in North America, 80 in Europe, 

offer food products with insects as a key ingredient. This presentation will highlight the 

latest in cutting edge research and the state of this new industry that is developing 

insects as sustainable food ingredients and a class/suite of new commodities for the 

food, pharma and other industries (whole insect-based ingredients such as cricket 

powder, protein isolates and extracts, oil, fiber/chitin, vaccines, drug lead compounds, 

antivirals, antimicrobials and bioactives etc.). It will review our firm’s innovations in 

insect-based food ingredients, processing, food product development, farming 

technology, insect genomics, genetic engineering and insect-based vaccines. Our 

learning objectives will be: 1) highlighting late-breaking, cutting-edge research and 

technology in insect farming, genetics, genomics, processing, functionality evaluation 

and product development; and 2) understanding the functionality of insect-based food 

ingredients, the benefits of these ingredients, and how they can be used in the food, 

feed, pharma and other industries. 

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Animal-sourced protein is a more complete protein yet many animal-sourced proteins 

(such as red meat) have been shown to be less healthy than others such as Cricket 

powder which recent preliminary studies have shown provide biomarkers for improved 

gut health. Additionally, insects are the most efficient and sustainable source of protein 

which can help reduce human impact on the natural world leading to a healthier 

environment for all.   
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Title: Better Bread: Flavor Enhancement in the Efforts of Sodium Reduction 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Aubrey Dunteman and Soo-Yeun Lee (both with University 

of Illinois Urbana-Champaign). 

The overconsumption of sodium in the diet can lead to deleterious consequences in 

health, such as an increased risk of hypertension and cardiovascular disease. 

Processed foods contribute roughly 77% of sodium in the diet with a significant portion 

resulting from bread and bakery products. While a single bread serving may not 

contribute significantly to sodium intake, its place in society as a staple food makes 

sodium reduction vital in breads and bakery products. Many characteristics of dough 

and breads are influenced by the functional properties of salt, including an impact on 

gluten strength, elasticity and extensibility, fermentation regulation, and flavor. The goal 

of this research was to characterize the perceptible differences in sensory attributes of 

sodium-reduced and flavor-enhanced breads. It was hypothesized that breads 

supplemented with monosodium glutamate (MSG) as a flavor enhancer would be 

characterized by an increase in salty and savory taste intensities when compared to 

breads without MSG at full- and reduced-sodium contents. Levels of sodium reduction 

included in this research were determined based on the goals set by the Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA)’s voluntary sodium reduction guidelines. Full- and reduced-sodium 

white and multigrain breads supplemented with or without MSG were evaluated. A 

descriptive sensory panel (n = 10; F: 6, M: 4) was conducted to identify and quantify 

differentiating characteristics of the breads. Results showed an enhancement effect on 

saltiness with the addition of MSG to sodium-reduced white and multigrain breads, 

whereas reduced-sodium breads without MSG had reduced savoriness and increased 

sweetness. Differences in textural attributes were also evident, in which reduced-

sodium breads were less firm, chewy, or dense highlighting the impact of salt content on 

the development of a strong gluten structure. Findings are presently limited as the 

sensory profile remains incomplete without consumer acceptability data. As a future 

research direction, consumer testing will allow for obtaining a complete picture of the 

impact flavor enhancers have on reduced-sodium breads. Implications of this research 

include improved nutritional quality of bread and a greater knowledge of methods to 

mitigate quality deterioration from sodium reduction in such food systems.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The production of palatable foods with reduced sodium content aids in improving public 

health by reducing the incidence of sodium overconsumption. This research contributes 

to this goal by identifying and quantifying the differences in sensory quality that can be 

attributed to sodium reduction and to flavor enhancer addition in staple foods such as 

bread. 
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Title: From Extraction to Injection – The Journey of Complex Food Ingredients 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Atef Ebid (Ingredion Inc.). 

The food matrix has become more complex in recent years. New additives, raw 

materials and ingredients are needed to meet customer demand for products with 

higher health benefits. High protein content, vitamins, fibers and healthy nutrition 

systems are becoming more desired in place of high-sugar food systems. In addition, 

food regulatory agencies around the world have stricter contamination limits and are 

requiring lower residual chemical levels generated from food processing and 

manufacturing. Ion chromatography is a key technique for evaluating various anions, 

cations and sugars in food ingredients, but getting the sample into a homogenous form 

where the analyte is available for testing can be problematic. The ability to properly 

extract from the matrix and analyze those contaminants and/or key nutrients has 

become more challenging as a result of increasing food system complexity. 

Understanding the nature of the analyte, its affinity to the extraction solvent, stability, 

solubility, complex interactions with the matrix, pH, encapsulation, and concentration is 

very important for a successful separation and quantitation of analytes of interest. In this 

presentation some tips will be shared on how to deal with such complex situations as 

well as examples from published journals and technical notes on how to overcome 

separation issues. Ion chromatography is important and powerful in separating and 

identifying many analytes under simple instrument conditions and sometimes in a single 

analysis. 

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Ion chromatography can help in monitoring levels of not only undesired contaminants in 

food but also, beneficial additives such as fibers in complex food systems. 
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Title: Sweet and Bitter Molecular Models and Screening 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Shayma El-atawneh and Amiram Goldblum (both with 

Hebrew University of Jerusalem). 

Identifying non/low caloric sweeteners, preferably with a clean taste, is required for food 

additives since the over-consumption of high-calorie food leads to elevated risks of 

metabolic disorders such as obesity, type 2 diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases. 

Although there are thousands of sweet molecules for safety and quality perception or 

aftertaste, only a few are approved as artificial sweeteners for human intake. These 

include compounds of mainly three different classes: the sulfonamides (saccharin, 

acesulfame, cyclamate), the peptides (aspartame, neotame, advantame), and the 

polyalcohol (allulose, sucralose, steviol glycosides). Most of them are associated with a 

bitter aftertaste. The search for novel sweeteners possessing a chemosensory profile as 

sucrose remains open and challenging in particular for finding new sweet candidates 

that are devoid of bitter taste and possibly also of umami taste. In this study, a generic 

algorithm for solving extremely complex combinatorial problems, is applied to ligand-

based classification by searching the physicochemical properties that distinguish 

between molecules that activate the sweet-taste receptor T1R2-T1R3 and those that do 

not. Similarly, the presentation will focus on the production of ligand-based models for 

bitter compounds based on the database of such bitter compounds. An “Iterative 

Stochastic Elimination” (ISE) algorithm constructs models for each target. Each model is 

made of a large set of filters and enables researchers to screen and score millions of 

molecules according to their properties. Molecules that get top scores for the sweet 

receptor and highly negative scores for the bitter taste are candidates for animal model 

testing. The authors screened the Enamine (1,773,887) and ZINC (17,619,674) 

databases and found 27 candidates from Enamine and 187 from ZINC databases. 

Those molecules were additionally filtered based on their calculated properties to 

exclude reactive and toxic functional groups, leaving 89 candidates that shall be 

purchased and initially tested in vitro for general cellular toxicity prior to testing on 

animal subjects.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The use of prize-winning ISE technology in discovering novel effective candidates as 

drugs has had excellent results. Novel sweeteners can be found that could help avoid 

sugar consumption out of the many candidates for sweeteners — devoid of bitter taste. 
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Title: Cultured Meat — Food Safety Considerations of the Future 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Abena Foli (Milliporesigma/Merck KGaA, Darmstadt 

Germany). 

According to the UN, the world’s population is projected to grow from 8 billion to 10 

billion by 2050. The demand for conventional meat, poultry and seafood products also 

continues to rise around the globe in developing countries in Asia, Africa, South 

America and the Caribbean. The alternative protein field which includes cultured meat 

products, is going to be one of the ways to address the need to feed the world’s growing 

population in a sustainable way. Cultured meat, poultry and seafood products are meat 

products made using cell culture technology, rather than slaughtering animals. This 

process involves sourcing cells via biopsy from the desired protein source, without 

harming the animal. Suitable cells are selected and grown in bioreactors at scale in a 

nutrient rich cell culture medium. After generating the biomass, cells undergo 

differentiation with the aid of scaffolds into various cell types and harvested to form the 

desired consumer-facing meat product formats. By growing cells in a sterile 

environment, the need for antibiotics used in conventional meat production is not 

needed, and food borne illnesses associated with conventional meat production is 

reduced. Cultured meat production creates capabilities to tailor the nutrient composition 

of products to address nutrition concerns. The four main technologies involved in 

cultured meat and seafood production are cell banks, cell culture media, scaffolding and 

bioreactors. As regulatory considerations for the cultured meat field and its associated 

technologies are still being defined by regulatory agencies locally and globally, there is 

no doubt that current food safety considerations will need to evolve. In addition to food 

safety considerations such as the Food Safety Modernization Act and supplier 

qualification programs, tools such as the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points 

(HAACP) plan will be key in identifying and mitigating physical, chemical and biological 

hazards across the four main technologies. The future of food is evolving, and so must 

the food safety considerations of the future.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

According to the UN, the world’s population is projected to grow from 8 billion to 10 

billion by 2050. The alternative protein field — which includes cultured meat products — 

is going to be one of the ways to address the need to sustainably feed the world’s 

growing population. 
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Title: Sensory and Culinary Strategies for Sodium Reduction 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Jean-Xavier Guinard (University of California, Davis), Amy 

Myrdal-Miller (Farmer’s Daughter Consulting), Jeremia Halim (University of California, 

Davis), Ali Bouzari (Pilot R & D), Greg Drescher (Culinary Institute of America). 

Sodium intake is an important public health concern, as it has been linked to several chronic 

diseases such as hypertension, cardiovascular disease, renal failure, and osteoporosis. We 

have designed and implemented a Flip Strategy™ to replace ‘not-so-healthy’ ingredients 

with healthier ones that also bring flavor-boosting or matching properties to the dish and 

therefore maintain its flavor profile and consumer acceptance.  

Our proof-of-concept research explored the feasibility of using mushrooms and their umami 

flavor-boosting principles to substitute (up to 80% of) the beef in taco blends and reduce 

sodium by 25%. The substitution of 80% of the meat with mushrooms did mitigate the 25% 

sodium reduction in terms of the overall flavor impact of the dish, even if it did not quite 

compensate for the reduction in salty taste, as measured by descriptive analysis. 

Furthermore, the largest preference segment we uncovered in our consumer tests liked the 

full- and reduced-sodium recipes equally, and another liked the reduced-sodium recipe 

significantly more. The Blend, a beef-mushroom blended burger, was subsequently 

developed and embraced by the fast casual restaurant industry and school, university and 

company cafeterias nationwide. 

We then tested the hypothesis that reduced-salt versions of four ‘better-for-you’ dishes — 

roasted vegetables (RV), quinoa bowl (QB), savory yogurt dip (SD) and pork cauliflower 

fried rice (CR) enhanced with monosodium glutamate (MSG) through a Salt Flip in an 

amount that still substantially reduced total sodium — matched the consumer acceptance of 

normal-salt versions with 163 consumers. For each dish, the MSG recipe was liked the 

same on the 9-point hedonic scale (or significantly more for SD) than the standard recipe, 

and better than the reduced-salt recipe for QB and CR. The same was true of likeliness to 

order. In a preference test, MSG recipes of QB and SD were significantly preferred to the 

standard recipe, with no difference for RV and CR. MSG recipes were consistently 

described as “delicious”, “flavorful” and “balanced” in a Check-All-That-Apply (CATA) task. 

Two of three uncovered preference segments, accounting for 68% of consumers, 

consistently liked MSG recipes, and the same or more so than the standard recipes. 

We conclude that mushrooms and MSG can successfully be used to mitigate salt and 

sodium reduction without compromising flavor quality nor consumer acceptance of iconic 

(i.e., taco blend, burger) and better-for-you dishes.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Sodium intake in the USA exceeds the recommendations of FDA. Efforts to replace sodium 

chloride advance public health.   
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Title: Precision Prebiotics – A New Approach for Effective Outcomes 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Thaisa Jungles and Bruce Hamaker (both with Purdue 

University). 

Prebiotics are dietary components that support beneficial gut bacteria and ultimately 

should lead to improved health. They are mostly dietary fiber in origin, being undigested 

carbohydrates. A focus has been on prebiotic oligosaccharides, but prebiotics could 

also include larger fermentable dietary fibers and their hydrolyzates (e.g. non-starch 

polysaccharides, resistant starch, gums, etc.). We have shown that some prebiotic 

fibers precisely align to specific beneficial bacterial groups, or even individual species of 

resident intestinal probiotic bacteria, while others may have a more generalized effect in 

the colon. Such effects are closely related to how efficacious prebiotics are in a large 

group of people. In this presentation, the idea of precision prebiotics and how they can 

be combined together into tolerable prebiotic mixtures for health benefits will be 

discussed.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

This work shows a new way to think about prebiotic ingredients as being tolerable and 

efficacious in different people backed up with in vitro data and clinical evidence of health 

effects.   
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Title: Improving Dairy Powder Sampling Plans for Detecting Salmonella through 

Simulation Analysis 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Minho Kim and Matthew Jon Stasiewicz (both with 

University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign). 

Salmonella is an important food safety risk in milk powder and infant formula because 

they can survive in low moisture food. However, Salmonella in dairy powder products is 

hard to detect due to its low prevalence and contamination level. Because there is 

regulatory discretion in sampling, both academic literature and industry members have 

been discussing the lack of scientific reasoning behind current sampling plans and the 

need for comprehensive, science-based guidance. Existing sampling plan guidance 

tools for dairy powder are problematic in that they are overly simple and cannot deal 

with different distributions of hazards, non-homogeneous mixing, or oversampling. This 

laboratory previously developed both a two-dimensional (2D) and a three-dimensional 

(3D) simulation model for bulk product sampling, for products like produce in fields and 

corns in bins. Initial adaptation of these models to dairy powder sampling confirmed the 

general trend in sampling; taking more, smaller, randomized samples leads to a higher 

probability of detection for clustered rare contamination. Therefore, autosamplers are 

likely more effective than grab sampling methods at detection when a highly clustered 

hazard exists. Further adapting these tools for dairy powder sampling optimization and 

benchmark industry-relevant sampling plans for detecting Salmonella contamination is 

key. Steps will include: representation powder production in a 2D space, programming 

new functions to accommodate split sample testing and oversampling, benchmarking on 

current sampling plans and developing Graphic User Interface and hosting the app 

through Microsoft® Azure. This open-source and web-based app will help industry 

stakeholders design plans to manage specific risks they are concerned about by 

entering parameters to describe those risks. Ultimately this will allow for the adoption of 

safer and science-based optimum sampling plans to manage risks.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

This work will provide guidance on dairy powder product sampling plans and develop a 

tool for the industry to evaluate their sampling plans. The tool will be able to answer un-

resolved powder sampling questions such as the comparative value of autosampling 

and grab sampling, particularly under non-homogeneous mixing and oversampling.  
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Title: USDA’s FoodData Central and the Integration of Graph Database 

Technology 

Authors: Kyle McKillop, Naomi K. Fukagawa, James Harnly, Pamela R. Pehrsson, 

Alanna Moshfegh, John Finley and Hande Küçük McGinty (all with USDA-ARS). 

Traditional web database applications are either presented with database backends that 

use SQL or NOSQL database software. The growth of graph database technologies 

brings new abilities to organically generate insight from data. Additionally, graph allows 

for the easy handling of complex data structures and data relationships for data that 

rapidly evolve. USDA’s FoodData Central (https://fdc.nal.usda.gov/) is an integrated 

data system that provides expanded nutrient profile data and links to related agricultural 

and experimental research. With the goal of expanding and innovating the capabilities 

of the FoodData Central application, the integration of graph technologies becomes 

pivotal. Graph integration affords new opportunities in data standardization, 

categorization, and knowledge schema integration. FoodData Central originally 

launched in April of 2019 as a SQL database with a transfer to a Neo4j graph database 

in October 2020. The graph database, now established for one year, has had its 

challenges as a publicly available database application.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The development of the graph database continues as FDC looks to integrate ontology 

and to make the graph database open and accessible for others to explore. 
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Title: Plant-Based Proteins: Norm to Novel   

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Nagul Naguleswaran (Ingredion Inc.).  

Currently, consumers pay considerable attention to the phrase “plant-based.” As a 

result, the global demand for both plant-based ingredients and foods is increasing 

tremendously. People prefer to eat foods made with plant-based proteins for a variety of 

reasons including concerns with animal proteins (such as cost and sustainability 

issues), health and dietary restrictions, and ethnic and religious reasons. At present, 

plant-based protein ingredients are being incorporated in the forms of flours, 

concentrates and isolates in a wide range of food applications. However, both ingredient 

and consumer food manufacturers are facing challenges in choosing plant-based 

proteins that are competitive alternatives to the animal-based ingredients. The animal-

based proteins offer acceptable nutritional, sensory and functional properties in foods; 

many plant protein ingredients that are currently available in the market lack such 

properties. The physicochemical and functional properties of the plant protein 

ingredients vary primarily due to both the source and processing methods. A plant 

protein from a new source brings its own set of value propositions as well as 

challenges. However, there is room to solve the challenges. For example, the desired 

properties of plant proteins can be realized by physical, chemical and enzymatic 

modification approaches. This presentation will discuss the considerations in bringing 

novel plant proteins to the market for various food applications.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The foods made with the plant-based proteins, for example from pulses or legumes, are 

animal-free, gluten-free, soy-free, and non-GMO. Novel plant-based proteins may also 

present sustainable alternatives to animal-based ingredients. 
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Title:  Health Benefits of Spelt Wholemeal Flours Cultivated Under Organic 

Agriculture in Argentina 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Paula Ormando, Leticia Mir, Francisco Di Pane and Elena 

Molfese (all with National Agricultural Technology Institute (INTA), Argentina). 

Ancient wheats have great potential for cultivation under organic, biodynamic or low-

input farming conditions. Consumer interest in ecologically grown food that supports 

sustainable crops has led to the rediscovery of ancient wheats. Preference for whole 

grain foods would help improve insulin sensitivity by reducing glycemic index of the diet 

and increasing the fiber and mineral content. Spelt wheat is a hexaploid cereal made up 

of 3 genomes with 7 chromosomes each, belonging to the genus Triticum in the 

Gramineae family. It is called “dressed wheat”, unlike bread wheat (Tritucum aestivum 

L.). Spelt production has increased and this ancient grain has been readily chosen by 

organic farmers as an alternative crop, especially where conventional wheat varieties 

adapted for organic production are lacking. This species shows high health to rusts 

(Puccinia ssp.) and to leaf spots, without mycotoxin deoxynivalenol concentration, 

presumably due to physical-mechanical resistance, making it possible to obtain safe 

whole meal flours with nutritional potential. Moreover, the definition of Triticum spelta L. 

was incorporated into the Argentine Food Code (CAA) in 2017. The objective was to 

evaluate the only two certified organic wholemeal spelt flours available in Argentina, 

comparing their performance with a high-quality wholemeal wheat bread flour (Triticum 

aestivum). Spelt wheat “Dinkel ECOFAUNO“ (DK) and “OberKulmer ROTKORN” (OR) 

varieties were cultivated and certified under the organic farming conditions in the Wheat 

Sub-region IV Argentina. The samples of two spelt with different granulometry and 

whole-wheat varieties were analyzed for Ashes, Moisture, Total Protein, Crude fat, 

Crude Fiber, Minerals, Vitamins B1 and B2, and other parameters. Statistically 

significant differences (p<0.05) were observed among the three flours for ashes, 

moisture, gluten quality, baking strength, tenacity and extensibility ratio and 

farinographic characteristics. Particularly in DK, the values of Total Protein (12.53%), 

Crude Fat, (2.45%), Wet Gluten (24.8%) and Gluten Index (95) contents were higher 

than other flours. The analyzed minerals showed similar concentrations, but higher 

Phosphorus, Sodium, Calcium, Magnesium and Vitamin B2 contents obtained in DK. 

These results suggested that spelt flours are suitable for bakery products.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

This research aims to create the agri-value chain to produce and obtain spelt 

wholemeal flours with nutritional potential, guaranteeing its food safety, adaptability and 

supporting the current concerns for environmental sustainability in Argentina. 
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Title: Crowdsourcing and Food Safety 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Patrick Quade (Dinesafe.org / Iwaspoisoned.com) 

We run the largest food safety crowdsourcing website in the world. We collect reports in 

seven languages, and provide analytics, insights, data and services to consumers, industry 

and public health agencies in six countries. Using a combination of AI, and human 

moderation we detect outbreaks in real time. We are most well-known for detecting the 

original Chipotle outbreak in 2015, and most of their subsequent outbreaks. To share more 

details:  

How is the AI technology accuracy and trustworthiness ensured and enforced in this cloud 

sourcing platform? The AI is used to guide human moderators, it is not used in isolation. 

With respect to an outbreak, that might allege an issue with a particular type of food, or 

process at a particular restaurant, it is too big a deal to leave entirely to AI. Chipotle 

Mexican Grill lost $10 Billion in market capitalization from prior to the start of their foodborne 

illness issues, till their market lows after the spate of outbreaks.   

How do you establish data/report validation and filter criteria? We use technology to help us 

identify and eliminate inauthentic/malicious and erroneous reporting, on top of this each 

report has a human review by a moderator, we then use geofencing and additional tech on 

the resulting moderated data to identify clusters, either product or location based. This 

process surfaces potential outbreaks, which we then will do further due diligence with the 

complainants. Further to this, all moderated reports are sent to the governing health 

jurisdiction (we have 330+ agencies in the US covering 90% of the US by population) — 

these reports go on to supplement reporting that goes directly to environmental health — to 

identify outbreaks.   

What is the decision model capability once outbreak and location are identified? The 

decision model, on our side, is to ensure the governing jurisdiction is aware, and has 

access to the information they need to do follow up (including complainant follow) and make 

a determination. We do not ever 'declare' an outbreak with attribution. What we do declare 

is that a threshold has been breached with respect to historical averages for a given brand 

or location or product. The governing health department typically then will conduct 

inspections and follow up to confirm. We have a strong sense of when something has 'gone 

wrong' but it is up to public health authorities to make the determination.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

We would like to take the opportunity at IAFNS to explain how a crowdsourcing approach 

such as our platform Iwaspoisoned.com works, the types of participants/users of our data, 

and the ways participants use data and insights to supplement their food safety programs. 

We have a free tier for environmental health/public health agencies, and we provide this to 

six countries, including participation of agencies in the US covering over 90% of the 

population.  
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Title: Gut Healthy Tagatose for 20%+ Sugar Reduction in Foods and Beverages 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Ed Rogers (Bonumose, Inc.). 

Much attention has been paid to Allulose as a healthy replacement for traditional sugars 

because (a) fructose can be partially converted to Allulose and (b) the FDA has 

exempted Allulose from the definition of “sugars” for purposes of the Nutrition Facts 

Panel. However, Allulose is more expensive than polyols and other alternatives to 

sugar, and Allulose is not yet approved for use in Europe. Tagatose deserves as much 

attention as Allulose, if not more. In addition to being 30% sweeter than Allulose and 

tasting more like sucrose, Tagatose is a prebiotic. It has soluble fiber-like properties and 

feeds good bacteria in the gut. In addition to benefitting the gut microbiome, tagatose 

has 60% fewer calories than sucrose, has beneficial effects on dental health (approved 

labeling claims in the U.S. and Europe), and not only is approved for use in Europe but 

also is recognized in Europe for a blood glucose lowering label claim. Tagatose can 

meet food companies’ 20%-100% sugar reduction targets without adversely affecting 

taste or texture. It contributes bulk and mouthfeel, depresses the freezing point in ice 

cream, reduces water activity in baked good, caramelizes, and has low hygroscopicity. 

Bonumose’s patented, enzymatic technology platform permits the low-cost production of 

tagatose from abundant starch, including “waste starch” from plant-based protein 

production. Bonumose’s tagatose recently received regulatory approval from the FDA 

and Health Canada.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Tagatose promotes gut health, metabolic health, dental health, and cardiovascular 

health, all while providing the same sensory delight of regular sugar. 
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Title: Glucosinolate Analysis Tool and Database Based on High Resolution Mass 

Spectrometric Data 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Jianghao Sun (USDA-ARS), Mengliang Zhang (Middle 

Tennessee State University) and Pei Chen (USDA-ARS). 

Glucosinolates are a kind of important nutrient compounds and have potential health 

benefits. Mass spectrometry combined with related tandem techniques has become the 

most popular method for glucosinolates characterization in recent years. We introduce a 

new strategy for establish a glucosinolate database in commonly consumed vegetables 

in the U.S. market based on library searching, mass fragmentation behavior study, 

formula predicting using ultra high-pressure liquid chromatography in tandem with high 

resolution mass spectrometry data. A MATLAB script-based expert system computer 

program, "GLS-Finder", was developed. It is capable of qualitative and semi-quantitative 

analyses of glucosinolates in samples. A suite of bioinformatic tools was integrated into 

the "GLS-Finder" to perform raw data deconvolution, peak alignment, glucosinolate 

putative assignments, semi-quantitation, and unsupervised principal component 

analysis (PCA). GLS-Finder was successfully applied to identify intact glucosinolates in 

49 commonly consumed Brassica vegetable samples in the United States. The 

qualitative and quantitative data generated from GLS-Finder will be used for 

glucosinolates database establishment.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

Glucosinolates are plant secondary metabolites important to human health for their 

potential cancer chemoprotective attributes. A toolbox “GLS-Finder” for fast profiling of 

this kind of compounds in vegetables based on high resolution mass spectrometric data 

and for glucosinolate database establishment has been developed.  
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Title: Continuous Flow Microwave Technology as the Key to High Quality, 

Accessible Food Processing 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Amanda Vargochik (SinnovaTek Inc.) 

High-quality food processing is critical to creating nutritious shelf-stable foods. 

Continuous flow microwave processing is known for delivering high-quality, shelf-stable 

food products at an industrial scale. To increase accessibility of this processing method, 

a precision-scale process was developed to bring the benefits of microwave technology 

to a wider audience. In the development of this technology, three nutrient-dense food 

matrices (blueberry puree (BB), sweet potato puree (SP), and milk (ML)) were sterilized 

at temperatures sufficient to create aseptic, shelf-stable products and were evaluated 

for quality attributes including color, nutrient retention, and sensory attributes. The 

microwave-processed samples showed retained and increased levels of Vitamin C 

(134% for SP), total polyphenols (110% for BB, 104% for SP), total carotenoids (161% 

for SP) and total anthocyanins (184% for BB) between pre- and post- processed 

samples due to the gentle nature of microwave processing alongside its ability to extract 

these compounds from the food matrices. The Hunter Lab color, displayed as delta E, 

minimally changed between pre- and post-processed samples (0.7 for BB, 3.7 for SP, 

and 0.7 for ML). The heating efficiency of this precision-scale system was calculated 

and found to be 93% efficient at converting microwave energy to thermal energy for the 

products represented. This work became the backbone of the journey to bring a first-of-

its-kind precision-scale aseptic co-packing operation to fruition. It is also being applied 

for continuous flow microwave-assisted extraction and used as the basis of a mobile 

processing unit.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

This microwave processing technology has been used in Sub-Saharan Africa to 

preserve Vitamin A in Orange Flesh Sweet Potato puree used in making nutritious 

bread throughout the region. It has also been used domestically to upcycle waste 

streams into a better-for-you gummy snack that contains significant levels of protein and 

polyphenols. 
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Title: An Integrated Biorefinery Process Development for the Production of Highly 

Purified Xylobiose and Bioethanol from Sugarcane Bagasse 

Author(s) and affiliation(s): Shahid Ali Wani, Naseem A. Gaur, Ajay K. Pandey and Juhi 

Sharma (all with the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology 

(ICGEB), India). 

Endo-xylanases are commercially essential enzymes required for xylooligosaccharides 

(XOS) production. Xylo-oligosaccharides are established prebiotics that benefit humans 

by selectively stimulating host gut microflora. Xylobiose is reported to have the highest 

prebiotic potential among XOS with varying degrees of polymerization (DP). Fungal 

species are well known for their ability to degrade lignocellulosic material by secreting a 

cocktail of lignocellulose-deconstructing and hydrolytic enzymes. In this study, we 

isolated and screened 26 fungal strains, which were ranked using the Weighted 

Aggregated Sum Product Assessment (WASPAS) model based on their growth, protein 

secretion, xylanase production, xylan hydrolysis, XOS accumulation, beta-xylosidase 

activity and xylose formation. F25 isolate was ranked no. 1, which showed the highest 

potential to produce XOS from beechwood xylan. Xylanases produced by F25 isolate 

also made XOS from hemicelluloses extracted from different lignocellulosic materials 

such as sugarcane bagasse, wheat straw, rice straw and corn cob. After optimizing 

physico-chemical parameters for XOS production, we achieved 80% hydrolysis of SB 

xylan. The hydrolysate contained 65.71% xylobiose, 16.71% XOS with DP≥3, and 

17.55% monomeric sugars. Xylobiose was purified by activated charcoal 

chromatography, and 96.29 % purity was achieved with a 78.32% purification yield. An 

8.02 g pure xylobiose from 100 g of raw sugarcane bagasse using this process was 

successfully produced. The purified xylobiose showed antioxidant properties by 

scavenging ABTS and DPPH free radicals. Bifidobacterium adolescents and consumed 

refined xylobiose as a sole carbon source, and these strains of Lactobacillus brevis 

were able to produce lactate and acetate under anaerobic conditions. Cellulosic fraction 

of sugarcane bagasse was hydrolyzed by Ctec-2 cellulase cocktail and supplemented 

with molasses (40%). The molasses-hydrolysate mixture was successfully fermented to 

ethanol by Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 109 g/L ethanol was produced with 0.46 g/g 

yield from 236.57 g/L sugar in the molasses-hydrolysate mix. This process may lead to 

a commercially viable integrated biorefinery plant, generating energy as well as food.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The xylobiose is an interesting compound with very high market value. It can be 

produced from hemicellulosic fraction of biomass, which otherwise remains unutilized 

during the ethanol production process. This process integration could reduce the 

production cost of bioethanol and simultaneously produce a high value-added 

compound in bulk quantities.  
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Title: Development of the Online Botanical Database and the Platform for 

Secondary Metabolite Data Processing  

Author(s) and Affiliation(s): Mengliang Zhang (Middle Tennessee State University), Pei 

Chen (USDA-ARS), Jianghao Sun (USDA-ARS), Xin Yang (MTSU) and James M. 

Harnly (USDA-ARS). 

A comprehensive botanical database and online platform to identify secondary 

metabolites in foods and botanicals was developed. Secondary metabolites such as 

flavonoids and glucosinolates in foods and botanicals have been reported with 

numerous health benefits in the epidemiologic and other studies. But several issues 

limit progress in leveraging the research findings into dietary recommendations. One is 

the lack of appropriate analytic methods to routinely determine the flavonoid and 

glucosinolate content of foods and dietary supplements and, in turn, to assess their 

bioavailability and metabolites in matrices. Determining these compounds is challenging 

as their structures are complex, their concentrations and the plant matrices are highly 

varied, and reference standards are few. Therefore, there is an urgent need for a 

database with the secondary metabolite profiles in common foods and the chemical 

information on these metabolites. The botanical database was constructed based on 

data from the last several decades from the Methods and Application of Food 

Composition Laboratory at USDA (MAFCL-USDA). The food and plant extracts were 

analyzed using ultra high-performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) and high-

resolution accurate-mass mass spectrometry (HRAM-MS) method, which was 

considered as the most effective approach for the identification and quantification of 

secondary metabolites. The database includes a comprehensive list of the identified 

metabolites and their respective analytical information for each food and plant material. 

MAFCL-USDA also developed several standard-alone programs (i.e., FlavonQ and 

GLS-finder) to automatically extract flavonoid and glucosinolate information from the 

complex UHPLC-HRAM-MS data matrix of plant and food analysis. These programs 

have been further applied to various studies. An online platform is now being 

established to increase the accessibility of these programs which is key to improving 

useability and achieving broader impacts in the food and agricultural research 

community. The study will facilitate the analysis of natural and food products, benefit 

future secondary metabolite studies such as intake evaluations and clinical 

investigations, and assist in dietary recommendations.  

Statement on how this science or technology supports or advances public health:  

The online database and platform allow users to perform complicated data analysis, 

facilitate the understanding of chemistry in natural products, benefit various flavonoid 

and glucosinolate studies, contribute new data to the botanical database, and assist in 

dietary recommendations. 


